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ABSTRACT
An increasing demand and dependence of analyzing a data has been driven by “big data” and “Internet of Things

(IoT)”. Scientific reproducibility, robustness and the cost of capturing new data has been improved through findable,

accessible, interoperable, and reusable data sharing. Ethical and legal restrictions impose the use of privacy

preservation and protection measures for any disclosure and sensitive information. We, therefore, present a possible

model to support multi-disciplinary research team to protect against disclosure of individual-level data and large

datasets used in other disciplines. We argue technology reliance is not enough and a continuous collaboration that

adapt to new cyber-security, and data inferential threat is needed. We consequently conclude some standards could

lead to closer collaboration to support research and innovation in the long term.
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INTRODUCTION
The fields of “big data” and “Internet of Things (IoT)” have 
positively responded to the increasing demand and dependence 
of analyzing a data for research purposes. Technological 
solutions have empowered scientific research with improved 
scientific reproducibility, robustness alongside a cost reduction 
of capturing new data [1,2]. To some extent, such endeavour has 
also addressed some need raised by the FAIR movement for data 
sharing; i.e., Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable [3]. 
Notwithstanding such positive outcomes, physical access to 
individual-level data may not always be possible; individuals may 
cede control over their privacy [4] and ethical, legal, and 
regulatory restrictions prevent sharing and accessing disclosive or 
sensitive information. Intellectual property or licensing issues 
associated with research can also impose some additional 
barriers [5].

Health-care, biomedical and social sciences research depends on 
accessing ethically and legally large individual-level data. Other 
disciplines-i.e., astro-physique, biology-may also increasingly 
capture and store extremelly large data. Transferring such 

datasets becomes an impractical and challenging task that a 
decentralisation approach relying on researchers’ collaboration 
can overcome. The federation of existing systems can cooperate 
with autonomous and heterogeneous computer systems [6]. The 
idea that data computations can be remotely-called behind 
firewalls becomes an attractive solution [5]. Data owners can 
open their data to a research community, without losing control 
over the use of their data. However, suitable data preservation 
and protection measures should be put in place with sensitive 
and individuals data.

A balance to empower data governance, prevent the inferential 
reconstruction of datasets, and individual identification should 
be considered [7]. This paper has, therefore, threefolds-

We propose a privacy-preserving and protecting 
decentralised architecture for the purpose of ethical and 
legal analysis. The latter should also enable data 
analysts and researchers analysing data in an ethical and 
legal manner, without lengthy transfer of datasets. Data 
governers and custodians could share in a controlled manner 
highlysensitive or excessively-large data with a reduced data 
governance burden.
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We suggest collaborative effort to adapt to societal needs 
as well as research needs should be considered, alongside 
the creation of new standards.

have been oblivious of such issues [31,32]. Consequently, 
multidisciplinary research communities are increasingly 
discussing ethical considerations, privacy preservation, and 
protection of contact-tracing apps, social media usage, and other 
methods used to capture data [33-35].

A recent decentralisation movement of the world wide web is 
attempting to empower individuals with the data governance of 
their own data. An approach referred as “Solid” should offer 
individuals “pods” to keep and manage the data generated from 
social media, entertainment, shopping, and other web activities. 
Websites, web apps, and other web services should request data 
from these pods, rather than centrally storing the personal data. 
Individuals should allow organisations using the data [36-38]. 
Another approach has explored how the sharing of large files 
containing sensitive information with Inter Planetery File 
System (IPFS) and Block chain technologies. Individuals appear 
to register files, grant and revoke access to them [39-41]. At the 
time of writing, these ideas remain at an early stage of 
development. It is likely to take some time and effort to bring 
them to a more mature option to the current implementation of 
the world wide web.

Previous decentralisation efforts benefited from the 
development of network interconnection technologies and 
service-oriented software architectures [42-45]. These highly 
heterogeneous technologies led to the federation of systems 
capable of autonomous and distributed systems, capable of 
evolving and enabling data sharing [5,6,46]. Direct access Page 3 
of 9 remains unsuitable for highly-sensitive data without any 
data agreements. An alternative approach brings some hopes; it 
distributes the computations to the data using remote procedure 
calls to privacy-preserving computations. Referred as the data 
SHIELD approach, it denies direct users access to individual 
levels of data, but offers the opportunity to analyse remotely 
harmonised individual level data without leaving their host site. 
The outcome of these calculations should lower the risks of 
inferential data reconstruction through some carefully thought 
disclosure controls [7,47,48].

We propose a theoretical framework that decentralises secure 
multiparty computations in a context of federated analytical 
systems, to prevent any direct access to the data. Trusted parties 
respond to some requests by completing some computations; it 
often employs some “need-to-know” standards that accomplish 
allowable tasks and only disclose computations’ results [49,50]. 
Referred as SAFEST, the proposed framework is inspired from 
network interconnection technologies, service-oriented software 
architectures, and the data SHIELD approach. Each server-side 
component (shown in blue in Figure 1) decentralises users’ 
management, access right and privacy-preserving 
parametrisation, allowing restricted serverside computation call 
and execution. Some client-side software-shown in green in 
Figure 1-should enable the analysis and comparison of data, as if 
the data were outsourced to a central computer and jointly 
analysed. Communications between data analysts and some 
analytical servers can only occur using secured networking 
protocols and server-side connections.
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Privacy keeps information about individuals from being 
available to others [8]. This nontrivial task is becoming an even 
more challenging task; the by-product of humans, Internet, 
WWW and devices activities produces some intangible 
individuals’ personal data at an alarming and increasing rate. 
Behaviour, preferences, and other sensitive details have become 
even more traceable, leading to predict future trends and 
product developments [9,10]. Some platforms provide a dynamic 
approach for data capture from sizeable social media and 
geospatial data [11-13]. Vehicle sensors and other spatio-
temporal data have helped predict traffic flow in a city, support 
driverless vehicles, and quantify air pollution and traffic [14-16]. 
On the other hand, contact-tracing apps for fighting against the 
COVID-19 can collect and retain individuals’ data [17]. The 
emergence of “Internet of Medical Things” (IoMT) is to 
integrate medical devices to bring a better connected health care 
provision. Bioinformatics and population-health medical 
research has also generated large quantities of data stored in 
various digital forms [18].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A growing concern is becoming more apparent this data is 
awaiting to be stored and analysed by the immense analytical 
power offered by Internet-Based services and become exploitable 
business assets to improve business activities, and products 
development, and medical research [9,10,19-23]. For 
example, the application of machine learning algorithms 
extends advanced statistical methodologies to analyse 
unstructured data (i.e., images, documents, social media 
entries). Amongst other, unknown patterns about individuals 
can potentially become identifiable without their knowledge 
and benefit others. Stolen individuals’ details (i.e., a physical 
person or an organisation) can be used to commit a crime 
or damage reputation. Data analytics can also impact 
positively and negatively at a societal level; digital 
totalitarianism is arising in some countries [24]. Data mining 
techniques, and language models could also assist in predicting 
electoral exercise outcomes; the latter can empower campaigning, 
and political advertising [25-29]. Nevertheless, language 
models can also help us understand the propagation of fake news 
[30].

Despite these newly created phenomena, the COVID-19 
pandemic-and the sudden adoption of some tracing technology 
to overcome the crisis-has globally engaged discussions about (1) 
data collection, (2) the potential future breaches of individuals’ 
privacy, (3) confidentiality, and (3) possible identification of 
individuals without their knowledge. Before, individuals may 
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We review various approaches and application of 
technologies applied to prevent disclosure of individual-level 
data. We discuss trends and solutions currently considered by 
the wider research community.
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analysing large datasets can become an issue, if access to high-
computation facilities become an issue.

The privacy-preservation and protection features-introduced in
the previous section (see Figure 1)-may be needed for healthcare,
biomedical and social sciences research. Phenotypic and other
highly-sensitive data are likely to be analysed. Federation trends
diverge in approaches, adopting emerging technologies and
security standards. For example, some cloud-based solution
relies on a specific platform to develop advanced analytical tools,
such as machine learning algorithms. Such trend follows cloud
technologies market leaders who have adapted software, data
storage and analytical tools as a service to the privacyprotection
needs of medical health care providers. Data analysts depend on
a web interface to query directly the data and its meta-data.
Cloud technologies also transfer heavily encrypted data across
trusted consortia. Such approach has been adopted by MedCo
[54]. There is little evidence that privacy-preserving
parameterisations and computations have yet to be
implemented. Data governance may not agree with the data
being transferred outside their organisations and large transfer
of data may be impractical.

Some specialised server-side warehouse software may offer some
“lighter-weight” solutions, preventing any transfer of raw data,
instead data is kept behind the firewall of an organisation. In
such solutions, data can either be uploaded within the
specialised software or linked to existing systems. Renku [55]
offers liberal data sharing by data-repository use, with some
privacy-protection features. The latter are dependent of privacy-
protection offered by the chosen technology, and hence their
suitability should be verified for the type of data shared prior
use.

Personal-health-train, MOLGENIS offers primarily the
opportunity of discovering research datasets to the wider
community [56,57]. An organisation firewall appears to bring
data-protection. However, very little evidences of requests being
encrypted using of secure socket layer protocols or other
mechanisms may be a concern. Especially, as batch data
download appears to be feasible. Cafe variome [58]
functionalities include some specialised web server that
obfuscates some data using privacy-preserving computations.
Privacy levels can be set to manage access to some datasets, i.e.,
linked, public or private. The aim of cafe variome is data
discovery rather than analysis, at the time of writing. Most of the
aforementioned systems either offer a well-designed web
interface or some scripts using programming languages designed
for data analysis, i.e., R or python. Some strict data agreements
may need arranging before participating to any collaboration
between research partners.

Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) can bring the computations to
some data, where researchers remotely analyse some harmonised
individual-level data. RPC can usefully implement a ‘hub-and-
spoke’ design, bringing a step closer some implementation to
Figure 1. Various data-protection and data-preservation
techniques may need to be considered and implemented to
prevent disclosure.
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Some client-side components-visualisation, user-interaction, 
client-side computations, and networking tools-should bring 
some transparency, to obfuscate any remote-calculation calls to 
data analysts. Remote analysts should undoubtedly be informed 
of any serverside privacy-preserving and protective-features. A 
gateway (client-side) should manage connections and process 
responses from any participating servers. A gatekeeper 
(serverside) should authorise requests, validates users, and stops 
any disclosive responses. Invalid or unauthorised calls should be 
blocked.

Data governance should remain responsible to grant or revoke 
remote access to data analysts. Users’ management and access 
rights should empower data governors authorizing data analyst 
executing specific server-side computations on some specific 
datasets. Some privacy-preserving parameterisation control the 
server-side computations’ behavior and outcome. Consequently, 
only encryption or some server-side computations’ results can be 
transmitted back to the client-side components. These privacy-
preserving and protective features inform directly the 
Gatekeeper-only enabling authorized execution of computations 
on their own participating servers and preventing outcomes 
being returns under certain criteria.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Individuals’ identification may only occur with an in-depth 
domain knowledge and having access certain type of data. Time-
series data related to pandemics and genomic data is unlikely to 
be considered as highly-sensitive, reducing some of the needs for 
user management, access rights, privacy-preserving 
parametrisation, and computations. The UCSC genome 
browser [51], and the COVID-19 data hub [52] are significant 
examples of such fully distributed systems, in which data needs 
to be outsourced to some storage and processing unit. Analysts 
can either (1) download and analyse data using a command-line 
interface provided by functional languages on their computer or 
(2) use a web interface providing some analytical and upload 
tools. Bio-conductor enriches similar functionalities with 
analytical software libraries; any analytical computations relies 
on researchers computing facilities for their execution [53]. No 
computation has yet to be brought to the data. Therefore,
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Ongoing collaboration can act as gatekeepers (see Figure 1) to 
reduce disclosure. Verification of analytical results has yet to be 
automated, instead experts assessment is made; an analytical 
pipeline has integrated computing and human processes. Such 
endeavours appear to successfully support COVID 19 and other 
causes. The number of publication using Open safely has rapidly 
increased exponentially as an impressive amount of raw NHS 
data can now be analysed [67-69]. Such process should lower 
suitably the level of disclosure to a certain optimum. 
Notwithstanding the positive contributions of this model, the 
human validation process may slow down the analysis pipeline. 
Adding disclosure controls alongside analytical tools may 
partially overcome such issues, while limiting disclosure. 
Automated and more traditional gatekeeping techniques may 
complement each other and preserve a low-level of disclosure. 
Goldacre, et al. [70] have acknowledged both Open safely and 
data SHIELD have successfully made possible in completing 
analytic outputs on NHS data.

CONCLUSION
A real momentum exists in bringing computer scientists, 
medical practitioners as well as other disciplines together to 
federate systems and support researchers. The distribution of 
advanced statistical and machine learning methodologies has 
been distributed to address specific research questions. It would 
be beneficial attempting generalising the distribution techniques 
and algorithms for more than one purpose. With time, we 
anticipate some effort in this direction may naturally arise.

Collaboration is successfully integrating combinations of 
software to build distributed architectures. Little doubt exists 
that organisations IT services and researchers should work 
together to implement and maintain consortia close to some 
proposed framework. Additional research may need to explore 
the best approaches to bring together IT professionals, 
researchers, and their own perceptions of solving problems. 
Such collaboration may consider adaptability, flexibility and 
ability to integrate with existing systems. Some lightweight 
approaches or hub-and-spoke solutions appears to offer better 
opportunities for adapting to existing systems. It is possible 
lightweight approaches could become more resilient to a fast 
advancing technological ecosystems, we are experiencing.

Without the creation of standards and white papers 
distributions of computer systems over the Internet would have 
not been so successful. This model should be an inspiration for 
health-care, biomedical and other industries to drive innovations 
and resilience to future technological advancement.

We have presented a possible model to support multi-
disciplinary research team to protect against disclosure of 
individual-level data. The model could also apply to large 
datasets used in other disciplines, such as astronomy. We 
conclude not all solutions should rely on technology on its own, 
but also continuous collaboration to adapt to new cyber-security, 
and data inferential threat. We have also concluded some 
standards could lead to closer collaboration to support research 
and innovation in the long term.
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ViPaR [59] empowers data governors to authorise access to the 
data; no privacy preservation settings are yet to be included. 
Encrypted anonymised data may be transferred but not saved 
permanently on a central server hard disk. Researchers may not 
access directly the data, but the hosting organisation is likely to 
view data with appropriate tools. Unlike Figure 1, some 
federation of the data occurs at server side, rather than letting 
the researchers taking the decision to connect to specific data 
sources. Pooled data can therefore be analysed using server-level 
or virtually-pooled analysis, using an implemented analytical 
pipeline. An analytical web interface and some command line 
interface are available to conduct some remote analysis. To 
maintain resilience to a low disclosure level encryption and 
anonymisation methods need continuously adapt to security 
threats and counter-measures. The use of ViPar within the same 
organisation may also improve the level of protection.

Another approach to ‘hub-and-spoke’ design brings more 
freedom to the data analysts. Some specialised client-side 
libraries, server-side libraries, and warehouse software brings 
some multi-platforms components to act as integration between 
existing systems and data analysts. Vantage6 [60] solution has yet 
to offers any gatekeepers, users’ management, access right, and 
privacy-preserving parameterisation. It is yet unclear whether any 
forms of encryption, such as homomorphic data encryption at 
the server-level or secure-socket layer at transmission level, are 
required. Vantage has “lighter-weight” use of technology to adapt 
to various needs dictated by the data and also supports multiple 
programming languages.

Data SHIELD has developed from a prototype to a development 
platform for privacy-preserving federated analysis [47,48,61]; it 
depends on the functional programming language R. 
Visualisation, client-side computations, and secured connections 
to the servers are implemented in R and Java. The data analysts 
have yet to use any web interfaces. Instead, data analysts can use 
R scripts, notebooks, vignettes, or create their own web interface 
to analyses and share their analysis results. Data governors can 
edit authorized requests, privacy-preserving parameterisation, 
user management, and access rights using specialised warehouse 
software. The latter can resource data kept outside the server, in 
the same organisation. Existing organisational security features, 
implementation of privacypreserving computations, and also the 
settings of privacy-preserving parameters should lower 
disclosure. Data governance tools and their application should 
maintain resilience to data protection and data preservation.

Hub-and-spoke architecture has also been adopted in exploring 
the decentralisation of machine learning, such as deep learning, 
to multiple devices and cloud platforms. Machine learning 
algorithms are brought to some training and testing data sets 
distributed in nodes; some of them are distributed within 
consortia or across organisations [62-64]. Privacypreservation 
using encryption techniques, such block chain or homomorphic 
encryption are considered as state-of-the art, at the time of 
writing [65,66]. However, the use a gatekeeper, users 
management and access rights as well as some privacy-preserving 
parametrisations has yet to be considered or acknowledged by 
the community.
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